February 2015

Monthly Georgia Commute Options $25 Prize Winners
Randomly selected to receive $25 Visa gift card based on # of logs submitted

**AGL Resources**
Patricia Guillory
Paul Hailstone

**Alston & Bird**
Hillary Bowers
Janice Shaw

**AT&T - Midtown**
William Brennan
Paul Brightbill
Carla Canington
Wilburn Crumley
Karen Deshazor
Edward Dobberstein
Susan Ernest
Jeff Helton
Beverly Hunt
Bryan Kight
Joe Knoerle
Denise Kramber
Laaleh Threeths
Evelyn Volingavage

**Bank of America**
Phyllis Cuffie

**Bryan Cave**
Patricia Hayes

**Emory Hospital Midtown**
Angel Johnson

**Federal Reserve Bank of ATL**
Chris Courtenay
Tuyen Nguyen

**Fragomen Del Rey**
Khari Little

**Georgia Tech**
Vincent Alfieri
Sharon Bahrenburg
Mariel Borowitz
Leslie Evans
William Foreman
Janet Hatt
Peter Huynh
Ebere Lima
John McDonald
Hollie Meyer
Lometa Mitchell
Anisa Plowright
Victoria Speights

**Heery International**
Carolyn Jones

**IDI Gazeley**
Derrick Perkins

**Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton**
Kathy Smith

**King & Spalding**
Carolyn Boze
Kummi Burgess

**Midtown General**
(Listed on next page)

**Norfolk Southern Corp**
Christopher Allen
Arthur Andrews
Crystal Black
Erica Deloach
John Franklin
Brenda Holmes
Sherree Jackson
Clarence Lunsford
Peggy Otis
Charles Perdue
Rachna Pitts
Ashley Short
Scott Wessell
Gloria Williams

**Smith Gambrell & Russell**
Joan Murphy
Stephen Oday

**Sutherland Asbill & Brennan**
Michelle Yearlin-Williams

**Triage Consulting**
Neil Makhija
Erika Via

**Troutman Sanders LLP**
Sandra Carmichael

**Turner Broadcasting**
Odessa Brooks
Robert Ferguson
Brian Raslawski
Commuter Prize Winners  
Randomly selected to receive $25 Visa gift card based on # of logs submitted

Winners logging as part of *Midtown General* are listed below.

**Midtown General**
Sara Turner – Turner Broadcasting System (Techwood)
Janis Beck – Bank Of Atlanta/State Bank & Trust
Andrew Berger - Jamestown Properties
Derek Cavin – RR Donnelley Project Center
Andrew Clarke - Synaptic Knowledge Base
Rose Croisiere – Atlanta Capital Management
Tomasina devitis –Woodruff Arts Center
Camille Ferguson - Fox Sports South
Kelly Freeberg - 360I Com
Jeffrey Gillingham- Kabbage Inc
Paula Helms - Robins Kaplan Miller & Ciresi
Christine Hilderbrandt – Seebaby, LLC
James Hsiao - Kabbage Inc
Vasheta Jackson - Newfields
Samantha Larmond - Hendrick Inc
Edgar Leicht - HDR Engineering
Roberta Markevitch - IgnitionOne
Sarah McColley - TSW Design
Annis McCollum - Servidyne LLC
Blanca Najar - Jones Day
Suwan Numprasong – Nagravision
Deborah Pennino - Suntrust Bank
Yolanda Rivera - Miller & Martin PLLC
Jacqueline Thigpen – Suntrust Bank
Clarissa Weaver - FHLBank Atlanta
David Wingert - Accenture